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SUMMARY

The paper describes the methods adopted in the United Kingdom to ensure the

structural integrity of military aeroplanes and helicopters from the fatigue point of

view. It describes the procedure adopted from the writing of the specification to the

monitoring of fatigue life in service, and outlines the requirements to be met and the

way in which they are satisfied. It also indicates some of the outstanding problems

that remain to be solved.

INTRODUCTION

The formal airworthiness requirements for the design of military aircraft and

helicopter structures against fatigue are contained in the Ministry of Aviation Supply's

publication AvP 970. This document lists a number of mandatory requirements

together with advisory leaflets as to how these requirements may be satisfied. Although

the mandatory parts, which are written in fairly general terms, are still valid, the

advisory leaflets, written mainly in 1958-1959, are now a little out of date and do not

always agree with current practice. The object of this paper is to describe the existing

process of ensuring an acceptable fatigue performance including both the satisfaction of

the mandatory requirements and the subsequent monitoring of that performance in

service.

However, before starting the main part of the paper it is worth indicating how the

Structures Department of the Royal Aircraft Establishment, which is part of the

Ministry of Aviation Supply, is involved in the various phases of an aircraft's develop-

ment and operational use. Its activities can be summarized as follows:

(a) Making critical comments on the initial specification from the Ministry of

Defence, who is the customer, and the early brochures from the manufacturers. These

comments are made through the Project team in the Ministry of Aviation Supply, which

is the procurement authority.

(b) Interpreting the aircraft usage in terms of load spectra by discussions with the

Ministry of Defence and the manufacturers.
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(c) Agreeing with the manufacturers, as required by AvP 970,on the extent of
fatigue testing to be done.

(d) Agreeing with the manufacturers after completion of fatigue testing on the ser-
vice life to bepromulgatedto the Ministry of Defencethrough the Project team.

(e} Acting as technical adviser to the Project team in discussions on fatigue arising
in service.

It is clear therefore that Structures Departmenthas a handin every phaseof the air-
craft' s life.

THE GENERALPROBLEM

Throughoutthe sequenceof operations, the general fatigue problem will be con-
sidered under three basic headings:

(a) The determination of the loads/stress spectra experiencedby various parts of
the structure

(b) The determination of the fatigue performance of various parts of the structure

(c) The estimation andmonitoring of the service life

In general, the procedure will be consideredin two phases:

(a)The design-developmentphase,that is, up to the aircraft's entranceinto
service

(b) The production and service phase

Firstly, fixed-wing aircraft designedon safe-life principles will be considered; secondly,
fixed-wing aircraft that are essentially fail-safe; thirdly, helicopters which are invari-
ably designedsafe-life; and lastly, fail-safe helicopters.

WRITINGTHE AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATION

Whenthe fatigue life specification is written, two important aspectsneedto be
covered. Firstly, the role or combinationof roles for which the specified life is required
must be described in sufficient detail to enableload spectrum estimates to bemade.
This description is extremely important, as contractual compliancewith the fatigue life
requirements will be determined by tests under these load spectra. Thus, the require-
ment should indicate

(a)The types of role in which the aircraft will be operated (that is, route flying,
ground-attack, marine reconnaissance,etc.) andthe proportion of time
spentin eachrole
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(b) Flight profiles anticipated (heights, speeds}

(c) Operating weights and stores to be carried

(d} Numbers of landings

(e)Numbers of pressurizations

Secondly,it must be madeclear whether the required life is the minimum to be
achievedin the stated mixture of roles or whether it is the average life to be achieved.
This definition of the life determineswhether the life is to beachievedunder the most
severe spectrum or under an averagespectrum, estimated from the statedusage.

DETERMINATIONOF LOAD SPECTRA

At the beginningof the design-developmentphase,the load spectra for the aircraft
are estimated for the specified utilisation. The estimates are obtainedmainly from
data collected from previous aircraft. Toward the endof this phase,the estimates may
be modified by loads measuredon prototype aircraft. The loads to be considered
include thosediscussed in the following paragraphs.

Gust Loads

The gust loads are estimated from the flight profiles quotedin the aircraft speci-
fication by using mainly discrete gust datawith rigid-body responsegiving centre-of-
gravity accelerations. For larger aircraft someallowance is madefor flexibility. The
use of power spectral methodsto estimate gust loads in terms of centre-of-gravity
accelerations is under consideration. The samediscrete gust data are usedto estimate
tailplane and fin loads. Fin load frequencies are arbitrarily multiplied by 3 to allow for
Dutch roll type of responseandto allow for somemanoeuvrecontent.

ManoeuvreLoads

Manoeuvreloads againare obtainedin the form of centre-of-gravity accelerations.
They are compiled mainly from the load spectra collected from fatigue (load}meters
(countingaccelerometers) on previous aircraft flying similar roles with someallowance
where necessaryfor different designlimit values of centre-of-gravity acceleration. If
newtypes of role are envisaged,manoeuvreloads must be estimated by consultation
with the operators. Manoeuvreloads are mainly of significance for the wing andfuse-
lage but may also be important for the tailplane. Attempts have beenmade on some
aircraft to calculate the tailplane loads required to initiate the centre-of-gravity accel-
erations of the manoeuvrespectra. In general, suchcalculations suggestthat peakloads
of about twice the magnitude of the tailbalancing loads for the manoeuvre under consid-

eration are obtained.
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Ground-Air Cycle

Until recently this ground-air cycle, a once per flight cycle, which is mainly of

importance for the wings has been considered to range from a tower limit given by the

down load generated by a 1.2g acceleration while taxying under maximum take-off load

to an upper limit occurring in the ig level flight condition. It is now considered that a

more realistic allowance for the ground-air cycle is obtained for transport and heavy

bomber aircraft if the upper limit of the cycle is taken as the ig condition plus the posi-

tive load occurring once per flight. In addition, it recognised that the once per flight

down load for this class of aircraft is likely to be between 1.3g and 1.4g rather than 1.2g.

The ground-air cycle is normally considered to be unimportant for fighter-attack air-

craft where negative manoeuvres in flight give greater down loads than those experienced

on the ground.

Ground Loads

Estimates of ground loads are, of course, of primary importance for the fatigue-

life assessment of the undercarriage, but the loads transmitted to the rest of the struc-

ture can also be important for the top surfaces of wings and fuselages of large aircraft.

Many modern transports and heavy bombers have undercarriages on or near the fuselage.

Consequently, the top surfaces of the large-span, fuel-filled wings are in tension on the

ground. The alternating stresses generated by ground loads can therefore cause fatigue

problems in the top wing surfaces. Similarly, bending loads in the long fuselages can

produce fatigue-prone regions. In general, little data analogous to the gust and

manoeuvre data exist. At present, methods of measurement and analysis of such loads

on development aircraft are difficult and no operational recorders are available.

Although power spectral methods of analysis are giving some indication of the vertical

loads likely to be experienced, little has been done to calculate side loads, which may be

extremely important for the undercarriage.

Local and Acoustic Loads

Local loads include such loads as those due to flap and airbrake operations. Esti-

mates of sound pressure levels for acoustic loads can be made once the engine type and

configuration are known.

CONVERSION OF LOAD SPECTRA TO STRESS SPECTRA

The structure is examined in detail and at all stations considered to contain possible

fatigue problems, the local stresses corresponding to the various parts of the load spec-

trum are calculated. In general, rigid body conditions are used, but some allowance for
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dynamic effects is madeif it is thoughtthat the stress levels will be significantly
affected. In the later stagesof the design-developmentphase,the stress calculations
are supplementedby flight measurementson prototype aircraft. The importance of
knowingthe utilisation pattern in somedetail againbecomesapparent since the centre-
of-gravity accelerations of the load spectrum must be associatedwith the correct weight
and flight conditions to obtain the corresponding stresses. Hence,an estimate must be
made of where in the flight the accelerations are most likely to occur.

ASSESSMENTOF FATIGUE PERFORMANCE

The initial assessmentof fatigue performance is by a calculation using Miner's
hypothesis to evaluatethe lives of those componentsfor which the stress spectra have
beendetermined together with S-N curves appropriate to the type of componentand
material considered. In general, manufacturers use their own S-N databasedon tests
on previous aircraft with componentssimilar to thoseproposedfor the new model.
Where suchcurves are not available, either the basic material curves are usedwith
someallowance for stress concentrations and other effects or sometypical curve such
as those in the Royal Aeronautical Society/Engineering SciencesData Unit DataSheets.
In particular, the Heywoodjoint curve A, DataSheetE.05.01 is regarded as a good
starting point for calculations onaluminium alloy structures. Parts shownby the initial
calculations to have marginally acceptablelives are tested under realistic load sequences
of the required stress spectrum.

ASSIGNMENTOF PROVISIONALSERVICELIFE

At this stage, the end of the design-developmentphase,there will be a number of
prototype aircraft flying andproduction will be aboutto start. In order to provide some
safeguardfor early flying until the major fatigue test is completed,provisional fatigue
lives are assessedon the basis of the calculations andtest results available at this time.
The life of the aircraft as a wholewill be determined by the life of the most critical
irreplaceable component. Within that life, other componentsmay needreplacing. In all
cases lives will be calculated by using the averagespectrum for the sortie, or mixture
of sorties, required andeither the standard S-N curves or the later componenttests.
These lives will thenbe the lives onewouldexpect for averagecomponents,and must be
divided by the following factors:

(1) By 2 to accountfor inaccuracies in calculation andcomponenttests compared
with full-scale (major) tests. This factor is basedona paper presentedby Ralthbyto
the I.C.A.F. in 1961(ref. 1)which showedthat lives basedon componenttests andcalcu-
lations usually overestimated the lives subsequentlyachievedon thefull-scale test.
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1
(2) By a factor varying from 3_ to 5 depending upon the number of specimens

tested. This factor is essentially to allow for scatter. In this context, since the standard

S-N curves are usually based on a large number of results a scatter factor of 3_
I

is used.

The greater uncertainty compared with results based on the component tests is usually

allowed for by using what are thought to be conservative S-N data.

(3) By a factor of 1.5 to allow for variations in load spectrum from aircraft to air-

craft flying the same role, when it is assumed that the calculated life is based on an

average spectrum. This factor is not required if the provisional life is to be monitored

for individual aircraft by the fatigue meter or some other method of recording individual

variations of load spectrum. If it is decided to use the fatigue meter to monitor the pro-

visional life, a formula will be derived as described subsequently, but unless the major

fatigue test is likely to be delayed or the particular aircraft are going to fly consistently

in a severe role, it is normal to wait for the results of the major fatigue test before

developing the fatigue meter formula.

THE MAJOR OR FULL-SCALE TEST

It is now recognised that lives based on calculations or component tests are likely

to be inaccurate. This condition exists partly because the loads on the particular com-

ponents considered are difficult to assess accurately owing to the complex nature of the

structure and partly because of the difficulty of predicting which are in fact the critical

components. It has therefore become a matter of policy to carry out tests either on the

complete structure or on the major components (complete wing, fuselage, fin, etc.). In

the latter case, all parts of the structure must be covered.

The test specimen is normally an early production airframe to ensure that detail

design and manufacturing standards are comparable with those of service aircraft. The

load spectrum is again derived from the utilisation pattern in the specification. However,

by this time some flight load measurements should have taken place on prototype aircraft

so that more knowledge should be available, for example, on the dynamic response of the

aircraft, and should lead to more realistic relationships between local stresses and

centre-of-gravity accelerations.

Usually the loads are applied in realistic sequences by using many load levels.

For transports and heavy bombers this procedure results in flight-by-flight loading so

that ground-air cycles are interspersed with flight loads and in most cases, a ground

load spectrum also is applied. In addition, on some of these aircraft, the manoeuvres

and gust loads have been applied in a random order between the ground-air cycles.

These realistic sequences are intended to ensure that the changing residual stress
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patterns aroundthe stress concentrationswhich are knownto affect fatigue life, but
which at this time are not taken into accountin theoretical assessments,are reasonably
accountedfor on test. The random load sequenceof gusts hasanother advantageover the
more commonblock programme in that it is easier to use a large number of load levels
becausethere is no fixed pattern for eachflight andhenceno needto chooseintervals
of load that result in finite numbers of eachlevel per flight. This procedure enablesa
better representation of a continuousstress spectrum to be madethan canbe achieved
with the usual block programme. The flight-by-flight representation is not always used
on fighter-attack aircraft if the negative flight manoeuvresimpose bigger downloads
than those on the ground.

The test is normally carried on to the "factored" required life unless prior cata-
strophic failure occurs. If no such failure has takenplace, a review is made andfre-
quently the test is continuedfor another factored life or to failure to allow for any
extension of life in service beyondthat anticipated at the designstage

INTERPRETATIONOF MAJOR FATIGUE TEST

The failure or failures that have occurred under the knownloadingon test have to
be related to the load spectra experiencedin the various roles in service and safety
factors applied to allow for scatter. For eachfailure, the following procedure is adopted:

(1) The S-N curve usedto estimate the life of the failed item in the design-
developmentphaseis adjustedby factoring the stress scale until the calculation using the
stress spectrum applied on the test gives the test life to failure.

(2) This adjustedS-N curve is then usedto calculate the lives to be expectedin the
various service roles, using Miner's hypothesisandthe anticipated spectra. The same
curve is usedto derive the coefficients of the fatigue meter formulae which are obtained
by the methoddescribed by Phillips. (Seeref. 2.) The use of these formulae is
described subsequently.

(3) The lives for eachrole andthe coefficients of the fatigue meter formulae are
then divided by the factor to allow for scatter in performance. In general, only one
specimenwill havebeentested sothat according to the recommendedfactors in
AvP 970a value of 5 shouldbe used,but in practice, a factor of 3_has beenused for all

lives basedon major tests. Althoughthis procedure is difficult to justify theoretically,
it was consideredreasonablein view of the greater certainty obtainedfrom this type of
test. As there has beenno regular shortfall in achieved service life that could be
attributed to this cause,the practice has beenallowedto stand. It shouldnevertheless
be recognisedthat it is extremely difficult to obtainfeedbackof service dataonwhich to
base a reliable correlation analysis.
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(4) The lives for eachrole are divided by a further factor of 1.5to allow for vari-
ations of load spectrum experiencedby individual aircraft flying the samerole. This
factor is not appliedto the fatigue meter coefficients as the meter registers the indi-
vidual variations.

It shouldbe emphasizedthat the utilisation pattern originally laid downshould
represent as nearly as possible the anticipated usagein service becausethe fatigue test
is basedon this pattern andalthoughestimates canbemadefor other patterns, as shown
above,the accuracy of prediction is likely to fall whenthe new patterns deviate markedly
from that used on test.

FAIL-SAFE STRUCTURES

The procedure described is aimed primarily at preserving the safety of safe-life
type structures which can fail without prior warning. A similar procedure is also nec-
essary for fail-safe structures, which are definedas those in which fatigue cracks or
componentfailures canbe foundbefore the strength falls to anunacceptablelevel. As
the wholeconceptof fail-safe standsor falls by the ability to detect cracks early, the
importance of ensuring that all cracks canbe foundcannotbe overstressed. Hence,it
is essential to obtain as much information as possible from the full-scale test on the
probable location of cracks. Thus, the full-scale test is as important for fail-safe
structures as for the safe-life type althoughthe emphasisis different.

The test shouldfirst demonstratethat the structure really is fail-safe, that is,
that at no time during the service life is there likely to be anundetectablemajor failure.
The main dangersare designerrors leading to anearly unexpectedcatastrophic failure
or the accumulationof many small failures late in the life which are insignificant and
difficult to detect individually but which may suddenlyjoin to give a catastrophic failure.
The long riveted joints of pressure cabins are particularly vulnerable to this latter type
of failure as the skin experiencessimilar stress cycles at all rivet locations. Hence,
small cracks, which will almost certainly escapedetection, are likely to form at about
the sametime along the rivet line, and these may suddenlyjoin into one long, possibly
catastrophic crack.

The secondpurposeof the test is to showwhich are the likely areas of cracking,
whenthe cracks are likely to occur andhow fast they will propagate. This information
will enableinspections to be started early enoughandto take place frequently enoughto
ensure safety. In addition, the actual inspection techniquescanbe developedon the
completebuilt-up structure.

In order to showthat no catastrophic failures will occur during the required life,
a fail-safe structure is required to be testedto the same factors on life as a safe-life
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structure. In order to demonstratethat cracks are fail-safe, a crack must be allowed
to propagateon test for three inspection periods after it has reached the shortest length
that canbe foundwith certainty under the inspection methodto be used. At the endof
that time it must sustain 80percent of the ultimate load.

The demonstration of the residual strength characteristics posesa practical prob-
lem. The 80percent ultimate load cannotbe appliedat the endof the crack propagation
phaseif the test has not reached the factored required life becauseif it doesnot survive
the application of the load, the specimenis lost or severely damagedandif it does sur-
vive, the rest of the test will be invalidated becauseof the unrepresentative residual
stress pattern generatedby this exceptionally high load. The usual techniqueis to run
the crack for three inspection periods or until the crack is considered long enough just

to sustain the test load. (In this case a shorter inspection period will be imposed in

service.) The crack is then repaired with a patch and the test continued. At the conclu-

sion of the test the patches are removed one at a time and the 80 percent ultimate load

applied. This is clearly not entirely satisfactory but no completely satisfactory solu-

tion has been found. In some cases it may be possible to simulate the relevant cracks

on the static test specimen if this is still available and apply the test load to that, but

care must be exercised to ensure a crack tip that is typical of fatigue.

These requirements ensure safety but it is also necessary to ensure a reasonably

economic aircraft. It is therefore a requirement that the first crack shall not appear on

the weakest aircraft from a fatigue point of view before half the specified life has been

achieved and that the amount of repair work shall not become uneconomic on the weakest

aircraft before the whole specified life is achieved.

Hence it can be seen that the test requirements are similar for both fail-safe and

safe-life aircraft. Therefore, although the designer is encouraged to design fail-safe

(if he believes his design to be fail-safe he is at liberty to use lower factors in the design

to allow for scatter than he would for safe-life design), the structure is judged on its

performance in the test, such failures that occur being judged on their merits. Failures

which can be considered fail-safe will require inspection in service starting at the fac-

tored life, followed by repair or replacement only if they occur, whereas safe-life fail-

ures require either modification of the failed item or retirement of the whole structure

at the factored life.

MONITORING IN SERVICE

The object of monitoring in service is to relate the load spectra experienced by

individual aircraft to the failures that occur on the fatigue test. In order to assess the

service load spectra, each aircraft is equipped with a fatigue (load) meter, which is a
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countingaccelerometer recording the number of times each of eight levels of centre-of-

gravity acceleration is exceeded. The actual levels recorded depend upon the type of

aircraft, there being a number of standard instruments, but usually there are five levels

above lg and three below. These instruments are read after every flight and the counts

recorded together with information on the type of sortie, take-off and landing weight,

stores carried, number of pressurizations and any other details considered relevant to

the consumption of fatigue life.

There are then three main methods of using this information: the fatigue meter

formula, role lives, and total number of occurrences of a particular event, each of which

tells the operator to initiate some action. Each method relates a failure under the known

test loading to the loads experienced in service with the appropriate factors. If the fail-

ure on test is safe-life, reaching the factored life means either that the item must be

replaced or that the complete structure must be retired. If the failure is fail-safe,

reaching the factored life means that inspection must start. These inspections continue

at a frequency determined by the same methods; that is, the individual load spectra are

related to the test loadings during the crack-propagation phase so that inspection periods

may fluctuate in time depending upon usage. In practice, inspections are called for either

at fixed time intervals to coincide with normal scheduled maintenance or when the moni-

toring system indicates an inspection to be due; it is usually possible to ensure that most

inspections occur at scheduled maintenance periods.

Of the three methods of assessing the fatigue life, the fatigue meter formula is

considered to be the most accurate and is used when the stress levels at the monitored

stations can be related to centre-of-gravity accelerations. This usage usually covers

wing stations and fuselage stations affected by longitudinal bending. The operator is

supplied with a formula consisting of coefficients by which to multiply the counts

recorded on each flight at each level of g, together with overall factors depending upon

type of sortie, take-off and landing weight, stores carried, etc. He thus calculates flight

by flight a steadily increasing number which is a measure of fatigue damage. When the

number reaches a certain value, he initiates the appropriate action, either retirement or

start of inspection. In the early days of fatigue meter formulae, one simple set of coef-

ficients was used tc monitor the one safe-life failure that determined the ultimate life

of the structure. Today, with fail-safe structures it may be necessary to monitor a

series of possible failures, inspections for which will start at different times. In addi-

tion, with the large variety and weight of stores that can be carried, it has become nec-

essary to allow for relatively large variations in the relationship between stress at the

station to be monitored and the centre-of-gravity acceleration recorded. Hence it is

sometimes necessary to have a series of formulae and correction factors for one aircraft.
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The secondmethodQfmonitoring, role lives, is used to cover periods of flying in

which the fatigue meter is unserviceable or to monitor parts for which the fatigue meter

counts have no relevance but for which it is known that the load spectrum varies with the

type of sortie, or role flown. In this method, the load spectra are first estimated for

each type of flight (in the case of flying with an unserviceable meter these are obtained

by analysis of other aircraft records on similar sorties). The factored lives are then

calculated by using Miner's hypothesis and the adjusted S-N curve derived from the test.

It should be noted that if average load spectra are used, the factor of 1.5 for variation

within the same sortie must be included. Each hour's flying is then divided by the

factored life in the role to give the fraction of damage done. When these fractions add

up to 1, the appropriate action is taken. When used to cover periods of meter unservice-

ability, the operator is given a coefficient based on this fraction by which to multiply the

number of hours flown in each role and this number can be added to the number obtained

from the fatigue meter formulae.

The third method of monitoring is the simplest and can be used when the fatigue

damage in a part is due entirely to one operation, say pressurization, when the life to

"action" is given in terms of the numbers of occurrences of that operation. Again the

time to action by the operator is based on the number of such cycles to failure in the

fatigue test with the appropriate factor. In the case of pressurization, if the test is car-

ried out by using maximum pressure differentials for every cycle and all pressurizations

recorded in service are assumed to be to maximum differential, the factor used is 3_.

One byproduct of the recording of fatigue meter readings after every flight together

with the type of sortie flown is that the load spectra are analysed on a sortie basis and

used in estimating load spectra for future aircraft.

In general, it is felt that although the fatigue meter has provided and is still pro-

viding an extremely valuable method of monitoring fatigue life in service, more elaborate

methods are required to cope with the changes in the stress and centre-of-gravity accel-

eration relationship that now occur on most aircraft. Moreover, some monitoring sys-

tem must be developed for areas such as the tailplane, fin and undercarriage for which

methods of monitoring are still in the exploratory stage and for which there is little or

no operational data on load spectra.

THE GENERAL PROBLEM OF THE HELICOPTER

In general, the approach to the fatigue problem in the helicopter is based on the

same concepts as those used for fixed-wing aircraft; that is, the load spectrum and

fatigue performance for each component must be determined and its life estimated and

monitored in service. In the helicopter, however, most of the critical items are
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containedin the rotating parts andtheir controls andtheseparts are subjectedto fluc-
tuating loads evenunder steadyflight conditions. Therefore, large numbers of cycles
are accumulatedin a short time, andthere is a consequentshift of emphasis to the
fatigue behaviour at the low stress end of the S-N curve. This shift of emphasis results
in oneof the main differences betweenfixed-wing aircraft andhelicopter requirements;
all the factors are on stress instead of on life as factors on life becomemeaningless
whenthe S-N curve is nearly horizontal. The fact that stress cycles are generatedeven
during steadyflight has its impact on the estimation of load spectra. It is clear that in
order to have any reasonable life at all, stress cycles in steady-flight conditions must
be below the fatigue limit. Therefore, the life is determined principally by occasional
excursions of the stress-cycle magnitudeabovethe fatigue limit which are usually found
to occur during a few transistory manoeuvresand short periods in a few flight conditions
suchas at high speed. Determination of load spectra becomesa process of defining
these manoeuvresand flight conditions, estimating the frequency with which they will

occur, and estimating the magnitudes and numbers of cycles occurring in each of the

manoeuvres or flight conditions specified.

THE DESIGN-DEVELOPMENT PHASE FOR THE HELICOPTER

Essentially, the same information needs to be written into the customer's spec-

ification for the helicopter as for the fixed-wing aircraft, that is, life required, types

of sortie to be flown, operating weights, and stores to be carried. However, the estima-

tion of load spectra from this requirement is in terms of frequencies of occurrence of

the various critical manoeuvres and flight conditions. Owing to the lack of measured

operational data, these values have to be estimated from a consideration of how the

helicopter is going to be used. However, with the present state of knowledge it is vir-

tually impossible to calculate the stresses arising in the many components associated

with the rotating parts and their controls during these critical manoeuvres and flight

conditions. Consequently, at the design stage, the stresses calculated for steady cruise

condition are multiplied by 1.5 and maintained below the fatigue limit of the factored

S-N curve. Past experience has shown that this method provides a reasonable design

starting point. The S-N curve used is either a relevant one from tests on similar com-

ponents from a previous helicopter or a material curve with allowance for stress con-

centrations, etc. The factor at this stage is 2 on stress.

During development, the loads and stress spectra are steadily acquired by pro-

gressive flight measurement on an extensively strain gaged prototype helicopter. Sim-

ple manoeuvres are flown, and stresses are measured, related to the appropriate S-N

data, and assessed for safety. The helicopter is then cleared for the next more complex

manoeuvre. At the same time S-N data are built up by constant-amplitude tests on the

more critical items.
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HELICOPTER FATIGUE SUBSTANTIATION

The final life substantiationis basedon flight measurementsof stress, S-N curves
obtainedeither by constant-amplitudetests or programme-load tests factored to allow
for scatter, and calculations using Miner's hypothesis.

In order to obtain the stress spectrum for eachcomponent,eachof the manoeuvres
or flight conditions consideredlikely to produce fatigue damagingcycles is flown at
least three times. In those conditions where the three flights give widely different
results, more measurementsare made. In the first analysis only the maximum stress
cycle is associatedwith each manoeuvreor flight condition andit is conservatively
assumedthat this cycle occurs at the typical frequency of the stress cycle in that com-
ponent for as long as the manoeuvreexists. For those componentsandflight conditions
where the subsequentfatigue analysis showsthis analysis to give unacceptablylow lives,
a more elaborate analysis takes place which provides a spectrum of stress amplitudes
to be associatedwith that flight condition. The total stress spectrum can then be
obtainedfor each componentby using the frequencies of occurrence of each manoeuvre
or times spent in eachflight condition estimated from the specification together with the
measuredstress amplitudes for thesemanoeuvresand conditions. To allow for varia-
tions in stress from helicopter to helicopter whenflying the samemanoeuvres,the mea-
sured stresses are usually multiplied by a factor of 1.2.

The S-N curve for eachcomponentis obtainedin most casesby testing at least
six specimensunder constant-amplitude loading; normally three specimensare tested
at each of two stress amplitudes. A curve of predetermined shapebasedonpast exper-
ience is then drawn through the meanvalues of life obtainedin each of the two groups
andthis curve is factored on stress values to allow for scatter. Whensix or more
specimenshave beentested, a factor of 1.6 is used for light-alloy components,and
1.4 steel andtitanium. (The figure for titanium is provisional, beingbasedon limited
data.) Where less specimenshave beentested, higher factors are used. It is consid-
ered that gear boxes showless scatter than other components;therefore, a factor of 1.4
is usedif one gear box is tested and 1.3 if four or more specimensare tested. These
factors are appreciably bigger than thosequotedin AvP 970,but are basedon the latest
information on scatter and current practice.

The fatigue life is thendetermined by using Miner's hypothesisexcept that a value
n

for _, _ of 0.75 is used. When the maximum stress amplitude in the whole stress

spectrum is below the fatigue limit of the factored S-N curve for that component, the

item is considered to have a virtually infinite life. The fatigue limit for light-alloy

specimens is taken as that stress amplitude giving a life of 109 cycles and for low and

medium strength steels, that giving 5 × 106 cycles. Where testing of light-alloy
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componentshas only beentaken to 5 x 106cycles, a factor of 1.35on stress is usedto
estimate the fatigue limit.

For componentsexperiencing a complex load history, it is consideredadvisable to
test under a mixed load level to simulate more nearly the actual conditions, althoughthe
loads will be increased to allow for scatter andto obtain failures in a reasonabletime.
(This procedure is in contrast to fixed-wing practice where tests are conductedunder
real loads for factored times.) The results are usedto locate the meanS-N curve for the

componentin the sameway as for fixed-wing aircraft; that is, a predetermined shapeof
S-N curve is factored in the stress direction until the cumulative damagecalculation
gives the mean life achievedon test under the knownloads.

MONITORINGHELICOPTERLIFE

At present there are nomonitoring instruments for the helicopter analogousto the
fatigue meter for the fixed-wing aircraft. Therefore, all componentsare assignedsafe
lives in flying hours. Althoughthe helicopter is used in many roles, there has beenno
attempt as yet to define different lives for eachrole or record times spentin each role.
Consequently,lives havebeenassessedin whichever role is consideredto be most
severe for the componentunder consideration andthose lives consideredto be the
retirement lives irrespective of the subsequentusage.

FAIL-SAFE FORTHE HELICOPTER

It is clear from the previous two sections that in manyways there are greater dif-
ficulties in estimating safe lives for helicopters than for fixed-wing aircraft. The lives
are very dependentupona few transistory loads occurring during certain flight conditions
andmanoeuvres. Theflight conditions themselves are not easy to define accurately and
the magnitudesof the loads within thoseconditions are likely to vary considerably
dependinguponpilot techniqueandstate of maintenanceof the helicopter. Moreover,
helicopters of the sametype are usedfor a wide variety of jobs; hence,variations in life
of similar componentsare liable to bevery large. In addition, minor damagesuchas a
small score can result in a drastic reduction in life as the large number of cycles of
stress otherwise below the fatigue limit are thus raised to a level where they addto the
damage. In the circumstances, designsto fail-safe principles are highly desirable from
a safety point of view.

It is oftenthoughtthat this conceptwith its implication of redundancycanonly be
obtainedat the cost of extra weight. It hasbeenfoundin fixed-wing aircraft that this is
not necessarily the case and, in fact, oncethe principles of designdetail havebeen
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mastered, there may actually be a saving of weight in those areas of the structure
designedby fatigue becauselower factors to allow for scatter canbeused in the design
of fall-safe parts than could be used if thoseparts were safe-life. This condition occurs
becauseit becomesno longer necessary to ensure that fatigue initiation probability
approacheszero, the only criterion on frequency of fatigue failure being the economic
onesof maintenanceandrepair costs. The fact that so manyof the helicopter rotating
parts are fatigue designedandthe variations of loadingfrom aircraft to aircraft are so
great andyet there are so few fatigue failures in service suggeststhat there may be
appreciable overdesignand therefore significant weight savingto be gainedby fail-safe
design as well as the addedsafety.

At present, there are no requirements for fail-safe for helicopters in AvP 970,
but there shouldbe nobasic problem in writing such requirements in general terms.
Indeed,the approachwould be identical to that usedfor fixed-wing aircraft; namely, that
any failure shall be foundbefore the residual strength falls below anacceptablevalue.
However, the real problem, oncethe principles of fail-safe as definedby the require-
ments are fully understood, is oneof detail designand it is here that the main attack must
be madeif the advantagesof fail-safe designare to be realised. In addition, since the
early detection of failures or cracks is vital to fail-safe, it wouldbe worth putting more
effort into the developmentof inspection techniques. This effort may involve special
systems for particular parts, suchas the blade inspection methoddevelopedby Sikorsky
in which the blade is inflated and cracks detectedby loss of pressure. However, it must
be remembered that helicopters frequently operate in relatively primitive conditions so
that simple techniquesare required.

FUTUREWORK

The procedure described in this paper for copingwith the problems of fatigue in
aircraft structures which has evolvedover the years has maintained an acceptablestand-
ard of safety. Nevertheless, every step in that process containsproblems that could lead
to inaccuracies. As the customer demandslonger lives for his expensiveaircraft, the
needfor better life estimation is of paramount importance, both for the safety of safe-
life aircraft andthe economyof fail-safe aircraft.

The areas in which effort is still neededcanbe consideredin two main groups:
those associatedwith defining the load-stress spectra andthose concernedwith the
determination of fatigue performance. If the load-spectrum problems are considered
first, wing loads andfuselagebendingloads are reasonably served by the fatigue meter;
this meter monitors loads on individual aircraft andprovides operational data. However,
with the wide variation in the stress and centre-of-gravity acceleration relationship
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possible in modern aircraft becauseof the high rates of fuel usage, andthe large range
of stores carried, somemore direct methodof obtaining stress spectra is required. If
suchmethodsshouldbe developedfor operational use, they would be invaluable in moni-
toring fatigue life consumptionof fins, tailplanes, undercarriages, andpossibly even
helicopter components,althoughin the latter case there is an additional practical problem
of recording outputsthrough rotating machinery. In the event of monitoring by direct
stress measurementbeingdeveloped,it may be foundthat the process of feedingback to
the design stagewill bemore difficult than that for current monitoring methodsusing
countingaccelerometers, bearing in mind that for both systems allowancemust be made
for the responsecharacteristics of the aircraft onwhich the measurementswere made
before these measurementscanbe appliedto the newaircraft. This procedure is
already used to a large extent for responseto turbulence, andthe power spectral approach
usedin this connectionis beingapplied to estimating undercarriage loads. However,
more work needsto be donein relating the theoretical work in this field to measure-
ments in flight andduring groundoperations.

The problems associatedwith fatigue performance will nowbe considered. The
outstandingneedis for a new cumulative damagehypothesis that takes sequenceeffects
andfretting into account. With the greater understandingof the effects of residual
stresses aroundstress concentrations, it is hopedthat methodsof accountingreliably
for the former will not be too long delayed. In view of the increasing tendencyto design
fail-safe, there is a needfor more work on methodsof predicting crack propagation rates
in complex structures under variable loading andthe residual strengths of the cracked
structures.

It is unlikely that even improved methodsof estimating initiation time, crack prop-
agationrates, andresidual strengths will enableus to dispensewith the major fatigue
test. However, such improvementsmay help in the simplification andinterpretation of
this test. There are a number of questions in this connectionthat still require further
attention. Firstly, to what extent can the time-consuming low-level stresses be omitted?
Secondly,what shouldbe the magnitudeof the biggest load applied in test? Whatpre-
cisely is the effect of a load equalto or greater thanproof load on the subsequent
behaviour and can this effect be counteractedin anyway? This consideration is impor-
tant in solving the problem of proving the residual strength of a cracked structure.

To summarize, it is consideredthat work will be required in the following areas:

(1) Theoretical work on dynamicresponsegiving load andstress distributions

(2) Developmentof flight measurementandanalysis techniquesto checkandmodify
the theoretical assessments
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(3)The developmentof operational monitoring devices measuring stress directly.
These devices maybe expensiveand consequentlylimited to use on a few aircraft.

(4) The developmentof monitoring devices that canbe usedon every aircraft to
measureparameters that canbe related to the stresses measuredon the more elaborate
instruments. Itis considered essentialon military aircraftthat some monitoring device

is used on every aircraft as the variations in load spectra on aircraft in the same role

can be very large.

(5)Development of new cumulative damage theories to account for sequence effects

and fretting

(6)Development of methods of predicting crack-propagation rates in complex

structures under variable loading

(7)Development of methods of predicting residual strengths of cracked structures

(8)Assessment of what stress levels should be included in fatiguetests under

realisticloads

(9)The development of aircraft capable of sustained supersonic flightmeans that

more work willbe needed in the fieldsof estimating, measuring, and monitoring stresses

due to thermal effects,and interpretingtheir influence on the fatigueproblem.
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